


Cyberdope: A Glimpse into the Future

Cyberdope is a company with multifaceted intellectual property. "Cyberdope Saga" is our
story, "Outrider" represents our metaverse, and we envision over nine distinct products and
services that align with our core ethos. So, what exactly is our ethos? It's simple: we aim to
expand the narrative of our story and cultivate a metaverse, equipped with tools and programs
designed to assist individuals in various capacities. Dive deeper to understand our roadmap.

Our NFT release is strategically spread over the next 18 months. We've marked September
11th, 2023, for the launch of "Wombats", and Episode 1 titled “Earthers” is set to mint on Cyber
Monday 2023. Whitelisting for EP1 has already commenced! The timeline for each episode
release is largely market-driven. Rapid sell-outs will expedite subsequent releases. However,
the "Saga" will unfold bi-weekly until its culmination. Once the entire saga is out, we will unleash
the full potential of our intellectual property, diving into gaming, videos, wall art, scavenger
hunts, and a plethora of other ventures. Our ambition knows no bounds, and it all begins with
the "Outrider" beta and Cyberdope's story intertwined with NFTs.

Saga:We've crafted a fictional narrative grounded in real-world elements. Our characters are
lifelike, and the plot could possibly be a glimpse into a future scenario. The saga immerses you
in a journey with five characters hailing from diverse global locales. Their paths converge in
"Outrider," the Cyberdope metaverse, where the real excitement brews. Access to the saga is
exclusive, granted only through the purchase of an episode, unlocking a doorway to the story
room for the entire saga. New chapters will be released bi-weekly for our episode holders.

Founding Fathers:Within the realms of the Cyberdope story lies an elite club. The first 50,000
purchasers of Episodes 1-5 will be conferred with the "Founding Father" status and all its
ensuing privileges. The concept of a “living utility” underpins this, ensuring perpetual
enhancement and evolution. This NFT also provides access to "Outrider", akin to the wombats.

Gaming: Directly derived from "Cyberdope Saga", all games under the Cyberdope banner will
transition from fiction to reality. These will be made available to our Founding Fathers for beta
testing in 2027. The saga offers insights into the games on the horizon. In tandem with our
gaming endeavors, a digital casino will take shape in "Outrider", complete with card game
hosting bunkers, slot machines, keno, and a sports betting arena.

Outrider: Launched on September 11th, 2023, "Outrider" is currently in its beta phase. Entry is
exclusive, restricted to holders of a free wombat NFT or an Episode 1-5 NFT. Built on the
Ethereum blockchain, we envision a fully decentralized future for "Outrider". For now, it
promises spam-free communication. Trolls will think twice, as entry requires a wallet, thus
attaching accountability. The full-fledged "Outrider" is slated for a 2024 release, offering
influencers a novel platform to establish their presence. Users can tailor their page with a suite
of tools, ranging from music to streaming. Influencers will have the autonomy to link other social
media platforms, ensuring they regain control over their content and data.



Cyberdreemz: Set for a 2024 launch, this initiative embodies our philanthropic spirit. We aim to
give back to our communities, mobilizing volunteers via "Outrider" for specific causes. One of
our flagship programs under "Cyberdreemz" is dedicated to enabling indigent families to host
birthday parties for their children. Join us on "Outrider" for quests, scavenger hunts, and
volunteering opportunities.

Boodle: This cryptocurrency is slated for integration into the Cyberdope ecosystem in 2024,
serving as the primary monetary system across "Outrider" and all sister platforms of Cyberdope.



Alms: These rewards are earmarked for active participants on the "Outrider" platform,
especially those who complete designated tasks.

In essence, Cyberdope's holistic project will encompass Cyberstation, Cyberdreemz, Dopestore,
Pipedream, Cybergames, Cyberdope Saga, and Outrider.


